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Abstract: In the contemporary school system Religious, Moral and Civic education is becoming a discipline
in the extinct. Where allowed teachers are disinterested and so use the time for irrelevant stories. Often the
educator(s) are hurried out of the schools like curates who visit the hospitals at the non visiting hours. Where
by the grace of God that is regular there is no means of evaluation. And because students are left on their own
wrong things are said and taught without direction. In so many places the work is haphazardly done. This paper
found from related literatures, Journal Materials, participatory interview of religious, moral and Civic education
supervisors of schools that; (a) the lack of this armament is the bane of decline of societal moral values, (b)
takeover of schools by Government has given the teachers the impetus and audacity to water down life of
impeachability and (c) the full weight and worth of Education in general has lost its place in the up bringing of
the total and integrated child. This paper recommends that government reintroduces Religious, Moral and Civic
rearmament in schools with indigenous language as medium of communication with Compulsory examinations
for evaluation. 
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INTRODUCTION as to draw the attention of the students. And because

In the contemporary society and school system taught without good direction [2]. In so many places the
religious education and moral armament of the good old work is haphazardly done as the Scripture Union manage
days by those who acquired it from the mission era; are to propagate their teaching which may not be all through
wearing off fast as those who replicated them are hastily moral rearmament but profession of faith only. The bane
quitting civil, public and academic lives. Moral education of this is the takeover of schools by Government and
is seldomly becoming a discipline in the extinct [1]. It is no preference of English language over indigenous language
longer fashionable to have moral and civic education as both at home and in school. The full weight and worth of
a compulsory subject. In schools where they manage to Education has lost its place in the total upbringing of the
allot time to that on Thursdays many of the teachers, lack contemporary child who is the leaders of today and
the right language to be used. Where he or she is able to tomorrow [3]. Hence this paper insists on the need for the
do something he or she tells irrelevant stories. Many claim reintroducing of moral and civic education and the
of different religious faiths as the moral instructor may not importance of our indigenous languages in inculcating the
have come from their own divide forgetting that culture is same into students.
the teacher of morals [2]. The instructors are hurried out Experience has shown that people learn and recall
of the schools like curates who visit the hospitals at the better  in  their  own  language  than in foreign language
non visiting hours. Where by the grace of God that is [1 and 2], asserts that language can be studied and
regular there is no means of evaluation. This is because acquired but the only language which can be immediately
the instructor has no grasp of the culture of the students. experienced is the one which was used at the time one
He or she lacks efficiency in the indigenous language of was walking one=s way from the state of infant to that of
the students and does not know the right word to use so a member of a language community. By implication, the

students are left on their own wrong things are said and
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use of indigenous language in moral instruction and civic of humans beings are brought to the fore. Without
education will not only help the student understand more, language it will be difficult to impact knowledge from one
but also help them gain better understanding of their own to another. It is through the means of language that civic
identity and prepare them to be better citizens and own up education which teaches duties and responsibilities of the
their responsibilities in future [1]. Before this paper gets citizen is taught. One of the greatest problems of
going it might be pertinent to do brief definitions of the knowledge impartation moral and civic education has
key words at this time of conceptual development. been the language of instruction. 

The word Effective means causing a result especially
the desired or intended result or make something Education: Education is one of the generally used words
successful, especially in producing a strong or favourable but not comprehensively understood by those that use it.
impression on people. The issue of effective in this Some describe education to mean passing through the
subject matter lies with the efficacy of indigenous four walls of an educational institution ranging from
Language in inculcating Knowledge in general. Religion, Primary, Secondary to the Tertiary Institution. Some
morality and civic Education as part of general knowledge describe it as the avenue of acquiring the skill of reading,
cannot be meaningful where there is no language to writing and arithmetic=s which was wrongly tagged the
serve as the medium of communicating them. Language is three Rs; wrongly, because the line-up contains two Rs
a uniting force for whatever one has to learn. Without and an A. Following this myopic idea one could conclude
language there will be no religion and no moral to be that our forefathers were illiterates. However, that is a
learnt. There has to be a medium for communication for matter for another paper, as we are focusing on the need
religion to be transmitted from one to another. The for Religious, Moral and Civic Education for schools
philosophy of Nigerian education holds it high that moral today. For the purpose of better understanding and entry
and spiritual values in inter B personal and human this paper considers referring to Education as a system of
relations should be inculcated in educational instructions formal teaching and learning as conducted through
at all levels so that efficiency will be achieved. This can schools and other institutions. Levels of education in
only be done through the medium of language. FRC (2004) modern societies can go from preschools to colleges and
has seen language as a means of preserving the people=s universities (Microsoft 7 Encarta 7 2009). For Nduka-Ozo
culture. If people=s culture has to be preserved, their and Eze (2007), [5], AEducation is the process of
religion and morality also have to be preserved. This is improving ones state of knowledge@ and quoting Peter
because culture is the people=s way of life which includes they added that, Education is the transmission of what is
what they believe in and how they perceive things around worthwhile to individuals to make them knowlegeable and
them. Their actions, inactions and reactions including the contributing members of the society@, heightening the
dos and don=ts of the society form the totality of same definition they accepted Unachukwu=s view which
people=s way of life which can only receive value through states that Education is the, total activities that can
language, Therefore, indigenous Language paints the enhance the child=s ability to learn and acquire
accurate picture of the culture of the speakers and in the techniques, customs and traditions of the society in
culture of the people lies their moral life. The culture of a which they live develop. Plato on the other hand
people further includes: their mode of dressing, their type describes good education consisting of giving to the
of food, how the receive guests, the way they speak and body and to the soul all the beauty and all the perfection
so on. Ocho (2005), [3], observes that moral education of which they are capable of receiving [6].
involves acceptance and internalization of moral
imperatives of society. It is a known fact that language Religious Education: Religious education taking bearing
serves as a medium of communication and instruction in from the forgoing definitions of education generally
the educational process. It is a basic tool for therefore refers to the inculcation and imbibing of
communication and transfer of knowledge. Ajayi and particular religions in terms of their beliefs, doctrines,
Oyetayo (2002), [4], see language as a veritable vehicle of rituals, customs and rites. And with regard to the Western
interaction and a means of education through which and the secular education religious education is
human beings pass their culture from generation to considered to be different from academia and regards
another. Language according to [3], is one of the essential religious  belief  as  a  fundamental  principle. Whatever
ingredients of life; it is a means by which thoughts, the religion; there exist moral stipulations referred to as
feelings, frustrations, innovations, dreams and aspirations moral  codes.  These  moral  standards  are  the   bases  of
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measurement for such religious organizations. As far as now@. Many of them led the type of life the common man
religious bodies are the association of individuals that lived and worst. Those of them who managed monogamy
make up a given wider society the morals of most of the now gathered more wives and those who drank and
religions are to a great percentage inseparable with that of smoked in the secret turned into wild animals over night,
its original foundation. Suffice it also to say that in a hence teachers started to attend the same night clubs with
normal situation the moral demands are akin to each other their pupils and students and passing jots around with
with little or no variation. For the purpose of emphasis their unequal without any recourse to moral rectitude. No
this paper insists that religion like African Culture and wonder; today many teachers are not willing to go back to
Religion is naturally rich is the basic moral principles of mission control as they will do everything humanly
the Old Testament of the bible  which  incidentally  and possible to maintain the contemporary status-quo than go
fortunately too, remains  the  fundamental  base  and back into imaginary slavery in the hands of black
rudiment of Christianity and Islam. Religious Education is missionaries as though they would have preferred the
about the teaching of a particular religion and its varied whites. Attempts made by several state Governments to
aspects such as its beliefs, doctrines, rituals, customs, return schools to the missionaries had failed largely
rites and personal. because the teachers are afraid. This is true because

In Nigeria the level of morality before the government had severally promised to pay salaries on to
Nigerian/Biafra civil war was notably high. This was hand over the administration of schools to the missions.
consequent upon the concerted effort of the Missionaries This paper even pity the missions clamouring the return
and missionary schools which insisted and inculcated as of schools as evidences abound that even in their own
well as demanded high and visible display of high moral schools they finD it difficult to return to the good heir
standard from both teachers and pupils and students days. Today the difference between the kite (Egbe) and
alike. Then school had grip of all teachers who as a matter the gun (Egbe) is clear. This paper among the numerous
of fact and obligation belonged to the different missions importance of Religious education had mentioned the
that paid the piper. They were not just teachers but three stated below;
curates of the different missions as some of them majored
as pastors, Evangelists, catechists and Imams for their Religious education is important as it strengthens
piety and pay. Pupils and students received corporal social cohesion, enable students to reason, analyse,
punishments for not attending church services and for evaluate and interpret faith and ethical issues and
unaccepted societal immoral display. The mission schools communicate,
were not only educational in nature but highly Religious education is important because it instils
reformatory as the mention of the nearness of a teacher moral obligation in people and helps people come
was like the mention of the police in a scene of crime. together as a community.
Before the take over the teachers in willingness and out of Religion traditionally gives comfort to people in
duress for some who saw the missionaries as slave knowing. Religious education helps us learn of
masters religiously taught and exemplified moral rectitude God/gods and the things he/they did/do to make and
for their pupils and students to copy. Whether in pretext help this world. It teaches man what is right and what
or in conviction all that could be seen and then is that is wrong and how to solve important situations.
morality was at its peak. This was noticed in all facets of
endeavours like civil service, business and handiworks. The purpose and or aims of Religious education is to
The church was in deed the repository of goodness, give meaning to experiences in everyday lives of people
justice and pillar truth. The nucleus of the society- the and foster beliefs and values that are compatible with
family was standardized and children were brought up in God's intension and purpose. By this means man thinks
the fear of God/gods or call it the society that was a and acts as God and the society desire of him.
visible object of worship. 

At the takeover of schools by Government it was like Moral Education: HRH Elder Dr. Ibiam of the blessed
the teacher and particularly those who pretended to memory poetically challenged the society of the need to
follow the missionaries now realized that the missionaries beam search light on the moral corner of the society in a
were white over lords. They saw them this time as slave preface to the book, >Moral and Religious Instructions for
masters out of whose cage they sang, AI have my liberty Schools= thus; 
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As the Holy Scripture says, whatsoever  thing  are society grew unabated and indiscipline at all levels of
true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things our society became the order of the day...the main factor
are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things responsible for man=s indiscipline is lack of ASELF
are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report: If there DISCOVERY [10].
be any virtue, if there be any praise, Think on this things.
To these famous words of moral and morale= Add others This book bemoans moral laxity prevalent in the
of strength and vitality such as Goodness, kindness, Nigerian society since after the war. This is not however
gentleness, selfless B service, Christian Concern for peculiar to Nigeria as no country fights a civil war and
others, temperance, Self B control, loyalty, fair B play, remains the same, but what is pathetic is the government
punctuality. TEACH THESE GREAT VALUES TO policy of takeover of schools just after the war that
CHILDREN OF NIGERIA B Contrasting them with their aggravated the already dicey situation.
opposite numbers. Truth/deceit Self control/impatience
Kindness/unkindness Punctuality/lateness. Yes, teach The bedrock of a disciplined, morally upright
today and always and there will be joy and pleasantness society- the kind of society that can effectively face the
in the years that lie ahead, also peace and tranquillity challenges presented by the turmoil and trauma
will reign in Nigeria [7]. unleashed on the nation by rumour mongers, cheats,

To tackle this all important subject further it will disciplined society becomes obvious when the catalogue
payoff to do a little definition of the word moral. of societal short comings are examined. One may ask
Numerous theories have been proposed concerning what what is standing between Nigerians and decent
is meant by a morally good action [8]. This paper is not environment. Why are Nigerians living in squalor and
concerned with the parameter with which to determine slums? Indiscipline has become the order of the day and
morally right actions as it is concerned with all morality. had permeated into all facets of the society to the extent
However, the word moral is derived from the Latin word that the care for individual habits no longer constitutes
mores with it close Greek equivalent as ethos. Both are a concern [10].
terms conduct which a Greek philosopher, Aristotle,
defined as good character, the life of right conduct and Reflecting on the importance of morality [11], says 
right conduct in relation to other person and in relation to
oneself. Moral is the word for principles of right and ...morality occupies a unique place in social
wrong and the power to distinguish between right and development and nation building...and promotes the
wrong. In other words is a system of dos and don=ts [9]. common good and enhances the welfare of the entire

One thing attracted the researchers to a particular populace=. He opines that moral problems are not just
book on Moral instruction titled AMoral Instruction and moral problems but personal, social, economic, political,
Discipline Handbook@ compiled by Psychology School religious natural and or international problem. In this
of Thought (1981: Front cover). This book has a back case one moral problem no matter how minute
cover with the picture of a person focusing on the big constitutes a serious threat to the general well being of
picture Nigeria symbolized with the Nigerian map. This the society hence serious care must be taken to solve all
book has a purpose and objective entry page that runs moral problems.
thus

Dear Sirs,

RE: VALUES OF LIFE consist not merely in what they habitually or customarily
Athe need to re-educate the Nigerian Youths do but in what they think is fitting right, good or

(Children) in particular and all Nigerians in general obligatory. Whereas a person may engage in habitual
about their life values rose to climax after the civil war and customary conduct without any reflective thought,
in 1970. We watch event for four years hoping that with morality always involves a reflective evaluation or
time things might improve, rather every evil in our prescriptions concerning the conduct in question [12].

gossip, greed, joblessness, in this way, the relevance of a

For Okwueze,

Ethics or morality of persons or groups, however,
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Moral education as one of the major strategies with perspective the competing allures of modern life and the
which bring moral re-armament could be further defined as
the developing of knowledge, mind, character, by formally
schooling, teaching or teaching or training in generally
accepted standards [13]. Value education is another term
often used for moral education, while traditional values
reflect those traits which have been considered valuable
throughout history [14]. 

Moral Education or character revolves round the
ethics of a person=s persuasion [13]. It might be beneficial
to mention that Character is Aa reliable inner disposition
to respond to situations in a morally good way@, [15], it
refers to the moral qualities and ethical standards which
make up the inner nature of a person. Charactter might be
termed the moral personality to be produced through
Moral Education [13]. AMoral education helps students
to recognize and respond to ethical issues@ [16]. By
general definitions Moral education, as the vehicle
through which societal, religious, moral and civic
standards are conveyed  is  an  indispensible  factor   for
the recovery of the moral wreckage staring Nigeria in the
face. As it is said that faith comes from hearing while
hearing comes from speeches, it becomes the moral
instructor is confident apparatus and the engine room for
this solicited human re-engineering. The task of this
calibre of workers whether the clerics or laity is quite
enormous  hence  the demand of extra careful living and
studious preparations at all times. The same lives the
onus of practical living on the Moral instructors which
only the deeply pious can venture. That is not to say that
human frailty cannot give way to divine strength with
which this task can be performed. If one gives in to
pessimistic consideration of man with all the
impossibilities and possible excuses this may become
June 12 . But this paper is as optimistic as Nigeria beingth

an indivisible nation irrespective of all devilish
manipulative oppositions. 

Civic Education: Civic Education according to
Psychology School of Thought concerns itself with the
production of good Citizens through the inculcation of
positive values in the individuals that constitutes of a
given constituency or society. Civil Education used to be
one of the major courses in social studies in the Primary
and secondary schools. It revolves round

..the teaching of self discovery, leading to morals in
the society; the type of moral knowledge that must be at
the disposal of the citizenry to  enable  it  put  in  proper

right appreciation of the values of life. Put differently, it
is and advanced form of civics, a subject that was the
cornerstone of social studies which to be popular in
elementary school curriculum many years ago. The basic
aim of this...is to build good citizenship who build an
exemplary contrary where all the known social and
moral ills are eliminated or minimised. Additionally it is
designed to teach how to inquiring minds (which is an
asset) can develop a positive approach to life in general
[10].

From the inputs so far; it is obvious that the issue of
Civic education cannot be trivialized if this nation must
reach this aim of self realization, self awareness and self
fulfilment as a nation. The same metamorphoses into
patriotism. And one may ask who a patriot might be; 

he is a person who loves his or her country. He is
not a person who says he loves his country. He is not
even a person who shouts or swears or recites or sings
his love of his country... but one who cares deeply about
the happiness and well-being of his country and all its
people. Patriotism is an emotion of love directed to by
critical intelligence [17].

By implication and right it belongs to civic education
to produce this calibre of men and women that can ask,
Awhat they can do for Nigeria and not what Nigeria can
do for them@. This group of people do not belong to the
group that will vow to make their nation ungovernable as
we see today that the Dailies are awash with terrible news
of terrorism. Unfortunately this all important national
agenda of urgent public importance does not seam to
appear any where in curricular planning or if they appear
it is for window dressing. What beats one=s imagination
is that things keep getting worse while no one is bothered
as many concern themselves of selfish pursuit of wealth,
political and social fame. Someone has to bail this
dangerous cat before this nation reaches an irreversible
point.

Developing the Child: Psychology School of Thought
refers to a group of people as the inquiring minds and this
paper simply add that these positively inquisitive minds
are the fathers of the man according to George Elliot in
Silas Manner. The child like education recognizes is at the
centre of education hence education is for the child
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though not limited to. The child at formation stage is so morality, civility and piety can not be over emphasized.
vulnerable to all kinds of ideas and behaviours which only The teacher therefore needs to be stimulated by all means
proper guidance can sharp. The explorative tendencies in to grapple with this task of nation building an sustenance
the child as well as emulative capabilities make it very starting from himself or herself. It behoves the national
easy for the child to take to anything the adults do education policy makers to make deliberate effort to drum
whether right or wrong. it into all eyes that no nation can grow or be better than

Some of the best Religious Education (particularly Nation to pause and reorder her priority in line with moral,
at the secondary school level) is the result of a religious and civic Education otherwise the future for this
pupil/teacher relationship which leads to perfectly nation is blink with persons without value populating the
natural conversation and spontaneous discussion. If nation.
something comes a life from the teacher, it will
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